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Abstract. Recent progress of massive parallel sequencing technology
enables us to detect somatic mutations in each of cancer patients. It
is known that some mutated peptides produced from missense muta-
tions binds to the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Since MHC
presents mutated peptides to anti-tumor T cells, understanding this pro-
cess is important in cancer immunotherapy. In this paper, we introduce a
computational pipeline to predict binding affinity between mutated pep-
tides and MHC molecules to detect neoantigens. We have implemented
this pipeline on our supercomputer system. With nonsynonymous sub-
stitutions, frameshift insertions and deletions detected and intron reten-
tions from whole-genome or exome sequencing data, we utilize RNA se-
quencing data and annotation data to make neoantigen detection pipeline
more accurate.
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1 Introduction

Recent technological progress of massive parallel sequencing enables us to iden-
tify genetic variants, e.g., somatic mutations and insertions/deletions, in each of
cancer patients. Then, substantial evidence of immune system have indicated
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that anti-tumor T cells can recognize the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) binding to tumor specific peptides produced by missense mutation. It is
that, although their wild type peptides are not recognized by the immune system,
such tumor specific peptides can be recognized by MHC and such peptide-MHC
complexes are displayed on the surface of cells to be recognized by anti-tumor
T cells. The identification of such tumor specific peptides, termed neoantigens,
has gathered a lot of attentions since it can be a breakthrough for cancer im-
munotherapy [1, 2].

For the identification of the list of neoantigens for patients and the de-
sign of the optimal ones for cancer immunotherapy, we require computational
methodologies to predict binding affinity between tumor specific peptides and
patient specific Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA). Previously, several compu-
tational methods have been proposed to predict binding affinity between MHC
class 1 (a few method can handle class 2) and the fractions of peptides such
as netMHCpan [5, 6], which is an artificial neural network-based pan-specific
method, SMM [3, 4] based on support vector machine, PickPocket [7], which
is a matrix-based method based on recepter-pocket similarities between MHC
molecules and peptides, and so on. Utilizing these computational methodologies,
a reasonable procedure for the identification of neoantigens is (i) to design tumor
specific peptides from whole genome and exome sequencing data, (ii) to deter-
mine the HLA types using statistical methods, for example, ATHLATES [8], and
(iii) to predict binding affinity between them by the above methods. Through
the procedure, some pipelines/workflows have been developed to suggest the list
of candidate neoantigens using somatic mutation data (and/or RNA-Seq data
in tumor samples) and additionally RNA expression data [9].

Herein, we implement an automated pipeline that can suggest the list of can-
didate neoantigens from whole genome and exome sequencing data utilizing one
of the most famous methods ”netMHCpan”. In addition, the pipeline can option-
ally integrate the RNA expression data and variant allele frequency on the muta-
tion position to assess wild type/tumor specific RNA expression and phylogenetic
information based on the tumor read-depth and copy number data. The paral-
lel computation on ours supercomputer system (http://hgc.jp/english/) can
speedily identify several length of candidate neoantigens (8-13mer) even more
than thousand samples.

2 Implementation

Input files

Our developed pipeline at least require (i) either one of the following out-
put files; (a) an annotated variant file from Genomon (available at http://

genomon.readthedocs.org/ja/latest/) or (b) an annotated one generated by
ANNOVAR [10], and HLA types identified by, e.g., ATHLATES [8]. Optionally,
RNA alignment BAM and RNA FPKM files generated by, e.g., Tophat [11] and
Cufflinks [12], can be utilized to integrate peptide binding affinities with RNA
FPKM and tumor specific RNA expression data.
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Output files

Our pipeline automatically generates FASTA files of 27mer wildtype/tumor pep-
tides on non-synonymous mutations according to the UCSC RefSeq mRNA and
the refFlat data, executes the parallel computations for predicting peptide-MHC
binding affinities by NetMHCpan2.8 [5, 6], and finally integrates these results to
suggest the list of candidate neoantigens. The entire workflow of the developed
pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this figure, blue rectangles indicate input,
output and intermediate files, and red rectangles indicate the processes and the
softwares.

Availability

The developed pipeline will be available at http://hgc.jp/english/.
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HLA type         Start  End  Length  Peptide                 IC50    Peptide Normal       IC50       Gene ID  Chr    .....     TotalRNA       TumorRNARatio   TumorRNA

HLA-A*11:01   13     22    10         GALPWKFYFK     11.13   GDLPWKFYFK       898.37    MYO10    5       .....     0.765739        0/5                            0

HLA-A*11:01   11     21    11         SMMSCLLSSLK    5.14     SMMACLLSSLK    5.01        MGEA5   10      .....     42.8394 1       10/417                     11.30056

Example

Fig. 1. The overview of the developed neoantigen identification pipeline. Blue rect-
angles indicate input, output and intermediate files, and red rectangles indicate the
processes and the softwares. Here, RNA-Seq data can be optionally used.
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